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PRESS RELEASE 

 
Biznet Goes to School Online Supports  

Learning from Home Activities 
 

Jakarta, Indonesia, 25 June 2020 - As an integrated digital infrastructure company in Indonesia, Biznet is committed to 
support the people of Indonesia when they are running most activities by #StayingAtHome. One of the activities is 
learning from home or or online learning, which most students are still doing at the moment since most schools are still 
closed due to the pandemic. One of Biznet’s supports is Biznet Goes to School Online program, which was organized 
by Biznet for the first time on 11 June 2020. 
 
"Until now, most schools and universities in Indonesia are still applying online teaching and learning activities, and to 
support that particular activity, we are organizing Biznet Goes to School Online Class through Video Conference 
application, which aims to provide and share information and knowledge about various subjects, including those related 
to learning materials in schools and current issues such as COVID-19, so that it can be beneficial to support students’ 
education and learning process,” said Adi Kusma, Biznet President Director. 
 
Biznet Goes to School Online activities are being carried out through Video Conference and Video Streaming 
applications. In addition to collaborating with SMU and SMK in several cities in Indonesia, Biznet also invited several 
professional practitioners as speakers including dr. Wiriadi Putra, Sp.THT-KL, M.Biomed, MM, a specialist doctor, 
Ananto Nugroho, Food Content Creator, Adrian Pauline Husen, Co-Founder and CEO of RRQ (Rex Regum Qeon) 
Team, Alif Hatta, Project Manager Dyandra Promosindo, and also Adrianto Sulistyo, Biznet Senior Marketing Manager. 
All interviewees shared information about various subjects, including facts about COVID-19 that are spreading in the Era 
of Social Media and also New Ways to Socialize in the New Normal Situation. 
 
Seeing the success of Biznet Goes to School Online, each session was attended by hundreds of SMU and SMK 
students from various cities in Indonesia. Biznet will continue holding another online class sessions by highlighting other 
interesting and useful topics, as well as inviting practitioners and professionals who are reliable in their fields. In addition, 
this activity is also open for public and anyone can attend the class for free via Biznet YouTube channel @Biznet. 
Information related to this activity is available through Biznet Instagram account @BiznetHome. 
 
Biznet also opens opportunities for students from any schools, especially high schools (SMU) and vocational high 
schools (SMK) in Indonesia, to be part of Biznet Goes to School Online activities. They can participate simply by 
dropping an email to marketing_event@biznetnetworks.com or by sending a message/DM through Instagram account 
@BiznetHome. Not only providing positive benefits and useful information for students in carrying out learning activities 
from home, every student who join of Biznet Goes to School Online will also receive an e-Certificate from Biznet, which 
will give more value for their learning process at a time such as today. 
 
"Based on the current situation, we can all utilize technology, especially Internet technology, to support our daily 
activities, and one of them is a learning activity from home. Maximum use of technology can support education sector 
and provide new ways for all of us to learn about various things on going in the world today. We hope Biznet Goes to 
School Online activities can provide opportunities for more students throughout Indonesia, so that they can get a good 
and equitable quality of education," Adi added. 
 
Following online classes does provide a lot of advantages. Anyone can take online classes from anywhere as long as 
they have a fast and reliable Internet connection. To be able to take online classes smoothly, here are 5 tips that can you 
can do: 
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1. Make sure Internet connection is adequate 
Internet connection is the most important thing that supports learning process online. So, make sure the Internet 
connection is qualified with sufficient bandwidth capacity. So online learning process can run smoothly. 
 

2. Prepare supporting devices 
To take online classes, we can use various devices including smartphones, tablets and laptops. Whatever 
device is used, make sure the device can connect properly with Internet network. Also make sure the speakers 
and earphones that will be used are working properly. 
 

3. Keep away from things that can interfere with concentration 

Attending online class from home does have obstacless, constraints and certainly many disturbances that may 

arise, such as family invitations to play online games or tasty dishes served at the dinner table. For the reason, 
it's a good idea to prepare a special room for online classes and tell your family that you can't be disturbed while 
the class is on going. 
 

4. Prepare a note 
As with class and face-to-face in general, it's a good idea to prepare a note to make sure that no important 
information is skipped or missed. This note can be prepared manually with a notebook, or with notepad 
application available on the device that is being used. 

 
5. Don't be shy to ask 

To ensure that all information conveyed is understood properly, don't be shy about asking the instructor or 
interviewees. For this, we can take advantage of various features to ask which are available in the Video 
Conference and Video Streaming applications that are used. 

 
To support online learning activities at home, Biznet presents Biznet Home service, which is an Ultra Fast WiFi Internet 
service for residential and apartment users with connection speeds up to 150 Mbps for both download and upload. 
Biznet Home service packages come with bandwidth capacities starting from 75 Mbps for Rp 325,000/month. For more 
information visit biznethome.net. 

---- 
About Biznet 
Biznet is an integrated digital infrastructure company in Indonesia, providing Internet, Data Center, Cloud Computing 
and IPTV services. We have a strong commitment to build modern infrastructure to reduce digital gap between 
Indonesia and other developing countries. Biznet has been operating thousands of KM state of the art Fiber Optic 
Network and the largest data center in Indonesia. For more information about the company, please visit 
www.biznetnetworks.com. 
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